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Message from the

I am pleased to be a part of IIG 
Academy which is equipped with the best 
possible infrastructure and faculty members to provide 
integrated coaching for class XI & XII and dedicated one 
year coaching for XII pass-outs for the  aspiring students 
to become engineers, doctors and scientists from the best 
institutions of our country like IITs, NITs and AIIMS and other 
reputed Engineering and Medical colleges. 

After graduating from IIT and a few years of 
working in corporate sector, I decided to 
pursue my passion of teaching entrance 
oriented Physics to young students. Over 
the past two decades, I have produced 
hundreds of IITians and Doctors who 
are established not only in India but also 
abroad. Many of my students have also 
become renowned scientists, owners of 
hospitals and renowned consultants in 
the field of Engineering and Medicine. I am 
really proud of my students. 

At IIG Academy it is our endeavour to provide a 
stress free environment for learning and holistic growth 
of the students while ensuring academic success. 
I assure the students of IIG Academy that we will use the latest 
teaching methodology &  tools wand our highly experienced 
teachers will help them easily climb the ladder of 
success.
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Co-located in KT Global School campus and spread over an area of more than 15 acres of pristine greenery at the 
foothills of the scenic Barunei Hills in the outskirts of Bhubaneswar, IIG Academy is a promising preparatory institute 
for students aspiring to build bright careers in the field of Science, Engineering & Medicine. At IIG Academy, our 
persistent efforts are for imparting holistic education that not only builds fulfilling careers but also contributes 
towards transforming minds, thus shaping the overall personality of the students.

IIG Academy offers coaching and mentoring for career-deciding entrance examinations like JEE/NEET alongside 
preparing students to do well in CBSE Board examinations. Students are also trained for competitive exams like 
NISER/ IISER, OUAT, CUET, various Olympiads and a lot more. We also provide additional help in preparation and 
application process to students interested in studying abroad through our International Cell. With meticulously 
designed courses imparted by dynamic and experienced faculty in an enviable campus equipped with state-of-the 
art infrastructure, IIG Academy holds the key to a brilliant and successful career.

ABOUT USABOUT USABOUT US

Vision 
We aspire to be the best and most 
sought-after coaching institute in the 
country with an unparalleled record 
of academic excellence by imparting 
quality education that transforms 
minds and brings out the best in every 

student.

Mission
Our goal is to shape young minds, 
empower them to make the best 
career decisions and enable them 
to secure their position in premier 
institutes and excel on a global 
platform through our uniquely 

designed and curated courses.
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This course is for students who have appeared in or passed the Xth board exam from CBSE/ ICSE/ State Board 
and are aspiring to pursue engineering or medical education after school. Under School Integrated Programme, 
IIG Academy offers coaching for medical and engineering entrance examinations with special emphasis on NEET 
and JEE M&A while simultaneously letting students pursue their XIth and XIIth class education for CBSE Board. 
A student enrolling into IIG Academy’s integrated course has the added advantage of laboratory access at our 
incredible campus at KT Global School to do all experiments of their school curriculum. They will also have access to 
our state of art library and computer center, thus learning and scoring better in their school and board examinations 
as well. The School Integrated Programme ensures extra free time for students for self practice or to pursue their 
interest in co-curricular actives.

Subject Combinations

COURSES
OFFERED
COURSESCOURSES
OFFEREDOFFERED

Students can choose from the following subject combinations:

For

JEE
Aspirants

For

NEET
Aspirants

English, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics along with Biology or 
Computer Science or Physical Education

English, Physics, Chemistry, Biology along with Mathematics or 
Computer Science or Physical Education

SCHOOL INTEGRATED PROGRAMME (SIP) (Two year program for Xth 
appeared/ passed students) 

Batch starting: 15th April 2024

Study Campus: KT Global School, Barunei, Bhubaneswar

CBSE XIth and XIIth + JEE Main and Advance (M&A) / NEET

This course is designed for students who decide to take a break after their XIIth class for dedicated preparation 
of JEE, NEET and other competitive examinations. With a scientifically designed course and guidance of expert 
mentors, every student at IIG academy has a unique advantage for gaining clarity of concepts and wider exposure 
to problem solving skills, thus giving them an edge to score higher in any kind of competitive examinations.

Batch starting from 28th March 2024

Batch starting from 21st March 2024

Study Campus: City Centre, Infocity, Bbsr

Study Campus: City Centre, Infocity, Bbsr

ACHIEVERS (One year program for XIIth/+2 passed students taking preparatory 
break for a year)

CRASH COURSE (A short term program for XIIth/+2 passed/ Appearing Students)

This short term course is designed for students aspiring to appear in NEET 2024. This is a 40 days’ course with 
Daily Tests, Part Syllabus Tests (2 nos.) and Full Syllabus Tests  (4 nos.). 

JEE (M&A)/ NEET 2025

NEET 2024
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STUDY ABROAD
If interested in pursuing undergraduate studies abroad, students enrolled in our School Integrated Program can 
avail additional help at extra cost from our International Cell at KT Global School for the following.

Assistance for TOEFL/ELTS/SAT/AP and other qualifying examinations needed for applying abroad

Mentoring and guidance for projects

Foreign language courses

International exposure through “worldwide student and teacher exchange programmes”

Counselling help in the application process

International Cell at KT Global School has tied up with Michigan College Alliance, USA that ensures preferential 
admission to top 15 colleges and universities in the state of Michigan, USA.

WhyWhyWhyWhyWhyWhyChoose IIG Academy?            

Unique Teaching Methodology:

At IIG Academy, we follow the Triplex method of Teaching that entails:

 » Teaching fundamental concepts with illustrative examples.

 » Building Analytical Ability with a stepwise explanation of different concepts 
and numerical problems.

 » Development of Time Management Techniques by 
comparing step-by-step methods of solutions and 
shortcut tricks and Techniques.
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Incredibly Efficient Faculty Members:

Need-based Teaching from First Principles:

We have top faculty members from all over India including graduates from  
IITs’ and NITs’ with experience up to 25 years. They have mentored thousands 
of students, many of whom have become successful doctors and engineers, 
including graduates from renowned institutions like IIT and AIIMS. Our Academic 
Team is headed by Odisha’s most famous Physics 
Teacher Prof (Er) R C Mishra popularly known as RCM 
Sir. He is a topper from IIT, Kharagpur with around 25 
years of teaching experience in Physics for entrance 
exams.

Learning is fun and easy at IIG Academy. We tailor our teaching approach to 
suit the pace and learning styles of our students, unlike those in the coaching 
industry who cause depression among students due to undesirable pressure. We 
recognize the transformative power of thinking based on first principles akin to 
how pioneers, inventors, and explorers approach complex problems. Using in-
quiry as a tool for deep diving, we empower our students to dissect concepts to 

their foundational elements, rather than merely accept-
ing established knowledge at face value. Learning from 
first principles not only equips students with a robust 
foundation of knowledge but also nurtures creativity and 
innovation.  
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Emphasis on Personalized Learning:        

Distinctive Study Material:        

Avoidance of Rote Learning: 

We believe in strong foundation-building rather than rote learning. Success due to rote learning is probabilistic 
whereas success due to a strong foundation is deterministic. Once the fundamentals are clear, no problem will 
remain a problem for the students.  

We do not burden our students with overwhelming volumes of study materials 
which mostly go to waste. We provide them concise study materials centered 
around fundamental concepts with graded problems. We also provide them with 
daily and weekly practice problems to enhance learning 
retention. 

At IIG Academy, we believe that every student is our responsibility and ensure 
that each one of them gets equal attention, care and opportunity to grow to their 
best potential. We acknowledge the uniqueness of every student and provide 

personalized learning, catering to diverse learning 
styles with a low student-teacher ratio of around 10:1. 
We also offer personal doubt-clearing sessions for each 
student. 
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Leveraging Technology:

Exceptional Infrastructure with Integrated Sports Facilities:

At IIG Academy, our Smart Classrooms are creative learning spaces which seam-
lessly integrate cutting-edge technology into the learning process. We have a 
full-fledged Computer Lab and Tablet-based e-learning content tailored for JEE 

and NEET students, complemented by regular online 
and offline tests to assess and monitor students’ prog-
ress. Our online test platform applies AI for analysis and 
feedback on student’s performance. 

Celebrating Curiosity:

IIG Academy fosters and champions curiosity as the foundation of learning. From our thoughtfully designed with 
active learning walls & roofs to our innovative tinkering spaces, advanced laboratories and verdant campus, every 
aspect of our institution is crafted to spark curiosity in our students, encouraging them to seek answers through 
exploration. This approach ensures that lessons learnt are deeply ingrained in our students’ minds for a lifetime. 

IIG Academy boasts of a world-class campus equipped with all amenities like 
residential complexes, guest house, healthcare services, tuck shop and industrial 
laundry for self-sufficiency. The air conditioned hostel rooms with house keeping 
support and modern canteen where the student body decides the menu ensure 
comfortable living for students who decide to choose the residential option. 

Campus sports facilities provide students with 
convenient access to physical activities, promoting 
a healthy and active lifestyle. Sports facilities provide 
opportunities for students to form lasting friendships, 
build a sense of community and responsibility, and 
maintain a healthy & stress free mind to meet academic 
requirements.
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 » Scientifically designed academic planning

 » Focussed and systematic preparation through fixed hours of daily 
student engagement

 » High Quality printed/digital study materials

 » Customised theory classes for different programs

 » Science Lab for students of Integrated Program

 » Weekly and monthly assessment tests

 » Regular doubt clearing sessions

 » AI-based student’s performance analysis on our online Test platform

Disciplined and closely monitored Learning 
environment :

Every student taking admission into IIG Academy has the 
opportunity to thrive in a safe, secure, disciplined yet creative 
and engaging learning environment with all types of amenities. 
There is 24x7 CCTV surveillance and fully operational ERP 
system for close monitoring of students’ progress. Every 
attempt is made to create a highly conducive atmosphere for 
students to focus on their academic pursuits and make best 
use of their time. Learning tablets with online study materials 
and Test platforms are provided to the students to offer them 
the advantage of modern day technological advancement.

Parent Engagement :
IIG Academy regularly conducts properly structured Parent-Teacher interactions, through which parents can have 
active involvement in their wards’ learning process. ERP & LMS system are used to ensure hassle free communication 
about every aspect of the student’s status with the parents. Besides, parents are continuously kept abreast of their 
wards’ performance and progress through periodic PTMs also.

COURSE
STRUCTURE
COURSECOURSE
STRUCTURESTRUCTURE
Salient Features of
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ADVANTAGES
Huge and tranquil campus, equipped with world-class infrastructure to create a 
perfect learning environment.

Best mentoring system enabled by lower Student-teacher ratio and smaller 
batch sizes.

Experienced faculty with educational background of IITs, NITs & 
reputed universities.

Grooming for personality development and guidance for studies abroad. 
Assistance for TOEFL/ELTS/SAT/AP and other qualifying exams. 

International exposure through “worldwide student and teacher exchange 
programmes”.   

Coaching by ‘Specially Trained Teachers’ with excellent track record of sending 
students to IITs/NITs/Medical Colleges.  

Emphasis on experiential learning, smart science lab facilities at own campus.   

Educational field trips designed for learning enhancement.   

Separate hostels for boys and girls with comfortable AC/non-AC rooms and 
3-tier security.   

Convenient Transportation services to ensure timely and safe commutes to and 
from the Academy.   

ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES
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ADMISSION
PROCEDURE

Direct Admission:

Admission through IIGA-SAT:

Available for all our courses. 
Admission is based on the percentage of marks secured by the 
student in the last school/board examination.

A few scholarships are also available to meritorious students. 

IIG Academy conducts the annual IIG Academy-SAT to select 
meritorious students for admission into various courses offered.  
Qualifying students are given scholarships based on their rank in the 
merit list based on IIGA-SAT and boards examination results.

ADMISSIONADMISSION
PROCEDUREPROCEDURE
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Contact Us

Residential Campus

City Campus

KT Global School, F/12, IID Centre, Barunei Temple Road, 
Bhubaneswar, Odisha– 752057

i-Hub E/43, Infocity, Patia, Bhubaneswar, Odisha - 751024

9090 1111 88

9090 1111 99

info@iigacademy.com

info@iigacademy.com

iigacademy.com


